
Author Diana Bailey Harris Unveils Intriguing
Tale in 'Who Was That Girl?

Who Was That Girl?

PORTLAND, OREGON, UNITED STATES, May 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- [Portland, 4-29-24] –  

Diana Bailey Harris is pleased to announce the upcoming

release of their new book, "Who Was That Girl?", available

on Amazon in one week. Following the success of their

previous work, "Reflections of a Civil War Locomotive

Engineer", [Diana Bailey Harris] continues to delve into

narrative non-fiction, offering readers a compelling

glimpse into historical events through meticulous

research and intimate storytelling.

"Who Was That Girl?" is a narrative rooted in extensive

research, drawing from sources such as the Library

Edition of Ancestry.com, city directories, census reports,

and newspaper archives, as well as family documents.

Inspired by a painting inherited by [Diana Bailey Harris]'s

mother from a distant relative, Aunt Jeannette, the book

delves into the intriguing story behind the artwork and

the lives of the individuals depicted.

The narrative unfolds as Diana Bailey Harris shares the journey of Adele, a woman facing the

challenges of divorce and familial upheaval in late 19th-century New York. Through Adele's trials

and triumphs, readers are transported into a world of resilience, determination, and the

enduring bonds of family.

A significant portion of the book explores the remarkable life of Jeannette, Adele's daughter-in-

law, whose involvement in Brooklyn politics and social work leaves an indelible mark on history.

From her efforts in the Brooklyn School for the Blind to her leadership during the Great

Depression, Jeannette's story is a testament to the power of compassion and advocacy.

Diana Bailey Harris masterfully weaves together historical research with intimate scenes and

conversations, bringing the past to life in vivid detail. The book culminates in a poignant

reflection on the complexities of family dynamics and the enduring impact of historical events on
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personal lives.

Reflecting on the inspiration behind the book, Diana

Bailey Harris shares, "The story of 'Who Was That Girl?'

was born from a desire to uncover the truth behind a

mysterious painting and explore the lives of the

individuals it portrayed. Through extensive research and

personal connections, I discovered a rich tapestry of

history and humanity that continues to resonate with

readers."

Drawing parallels to their previous work, "Reflections of

a Civil War Locomotive Engineer", Diana Bailey Harris

emphasizes the importance of ordinary people's stories

in illuminating history. By delving into the lives of

individuals like Adele and Jeannette, Diana Bailey Harris

offers readers a nuanced understanding of historical

events and their impact on everyday lives.

"Who Was That Girl?" promises to captivate readers with

its compelling narrative, rich historical detail, and

timeless themes of resilience and redemption. Available

for purchase on Amazon, this book invites readers on a

journey through time, where the echoes of the past

reverberate with meaning and significance.

For more information about Diana Bailey Harris and

their literary works you can reach out to here through

email provided. 

About the Author: 

Diana Bailey Harris is a dedicated storyteller known for

their meticulous research and engaging narrative style.

With a passion for uncovering hidden histories and

exploring the complexities of human experience, [Diana

Bailey Harris] continues to inspire readers with their

insightful storytelling. "Who Was That Girl?" is the latest

addition to Diana Bailey Harris's diverse body of work,

offering readers a compelling journey through history

and humanity.
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